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Nearly all kinetic treatments of fast wave minority heating of inhomogeneous plasma in the 
cyclotron range of frequencies assume the magnetic field varies in the direction perpendicular to 
the magnetic field. However, the toroidal magnetic field of a tokamak varies along a field line due 
to the rotational transform and causes a small number of trapped particles to turn in the region 
of cyclotron resonance. In order to include the effects of rotational transform and, hence, 
trapped particles in the kinetic plasma response, a simplified, concentric circle flux surface model 
of a tokamak is employed. The most important result of this work is the derivation of response 
functions for Maxwellian and bi-Maxwellian minority ions which generalize and extend previous 
replacement 2 function forms obtained from a slab approximation of a tokamak (which also 
retains the variation of the strength of the magnetic field along a field line). The plasma response 
functions obtained include both passing and trapped ions, off-axis heating, and are valid for 
arbitrary minority ion concentrations. The response function for a bi-Maxwellian in the case of 
strong anisotropy substantially modifies the Maxwellian result. Anisotropy and the effects of 
toroidal geometry are illustrated graphically and tend to enter at higher toroidal mode numbers. 
For minority concentrations of the order or less than a critical value, the plasma response 
functions are used to obtain the standard transmission coefficient previously obtained for 
straight magnetic-field models. The expression for the transmission coefficient is shown to be 
valid for more general unperturbed distribution functions of pitch angle and speed on each flux 
surface provided kll ~(1, where $1 is the parallel wave number and p the minority gyroradius. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fast wave heating of tokamak plasmas in the ion cy- 
clotron range of frequencies (ICRF) is well established in 
both the minority and second harmonic regimes.t4 For 
both these schemes an understanding of the factors which 
determine the (spatial) power deposition profile is highly 
desirable since this would lead to greater control over the 
heating. Three important factors which influence the reso- 
nance width are the Doppler effect, the spatial variation of 
the equilibrium magnetic field (including the effects of 
trapped particles), and the anisotropy of the distribution 
function. All three effects are retained in the present treat- 
ment, which for simplicity specifically considers only the 
fast wave minority heating case, even though the key tech- 
niques are valid more generally. 

The model which has been used in most calculations of 
ion cyclotron absorption in a tokamak is that of an equi- 
librium magnetic field with straight field lines and a per- 
pendicular gradient in strength.5 This model has produced 
much useful information and includes the two essential 
ingredients of Doppler broadening and perpendicular 
magnetic-field inhomogeneity. However, a straight-field 
line model cannot account for effects due to the variation 
of the strength of the magnetic field along a field line. 

In a tokamak magnetic field an ion (even in the zero 
Larmor radius approximation considered here) experi- 
ences a variation in the equilibrium magnetic-field strength 

due to the rotational transform. This feature has a pro- 
found effect on resonant ions compared with the straight 
magnetic-field model. For the latter case, an ion if resonant 
along a particular field line will remain in resonance since 
the field lines are straight. All other ions (i.e., with differ- 
ent values of uII ) on this particular field line will always be 
out of resonance. This situation also applies to the finite 
Larmor radius broadening, where a given ion is either in 
resonance over the whole of its orbit or not at a11.6 For the 
toroidal model considered in this paper the situation is 
quite different. Since the field lines are curved, ions with 
different values of ~11 can be in resonance on the same field 
line but at different spatial locations. Furthermore, these 
ions do not remain in resonance permanently, as in the 
straight-field model, but pass in and out of resonance. 
Thus, for the straight-field line case there are fewer reso- 
nant ions interacting strongly and indefinitely with the 
wave; whereas in the curved field line model there are 
many more resonant ions interacting for a finite time and, 
therefore, more weakly with the wave. 

In order to include the effect of the rotational trans- 
form, a simplified concentric circular flux surface model of 
the toroidal magnetic field of a tokamak is employed. Us- 
ing this model means that the effect of trapped ions is 
included in the plasma response function. In particular, the 
procedure employed retains the effects of the trapped par- 
ticles which turn in the resonance layer, as well as the 
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remaining trapped and passing particles. To date, there are 
very few treatments of the effect of the variation in the 
magnitude of the magnetic field along a field line or of 
trapped ions on fast wave heating at an ion cyclotron res- 
onance. Notable exceptions are the work of Faulconer7 and 
Smithe et aL* in which the model employed is partially 
motivated by the earlier work of Itoh et aL9 Their plasma 
response function is found by retaining the leading order 
effect of the field inhomogeneity, as well as Doppler broad- 
ening, but without introducing the full complications of 
tokamak geometry. 

Although the fraction of trapped ions is small they 
may be expected to be good absorbers, and in any case ion 
cyclotron absorption tends to make the ions non- 
Maxwellian by pushing them towards the trapped region. 
Grekov et al. lo retain the effect of trapped particles on the 
cyclotron absorption of fast waves at the second and higher 
harmonics for a bi-Maxwellian, but do not give simple, 
explicit results for the plasma response function. Chen and 
Tsai” also consider trapped particle effects, but do not 
attempt to find a simple, explicit expression for the plasma 
response function. Instead, they evaluate the resonant en- 
ergy absorption in the Maxwellian case using the full col- 
lisionless trajectories. The model employed in the work 
presented here differs from Ref. 10 by considering the mi- 
nority heating regime. It also differs from Ref. 11 by im- 
plicitly assuming a collisional disruption of the particle 
motion along the field relative to the wave occurs between 
interactions with the radio frequency (t-f), as described in 
more detail in Refs. 8 and 12-14. As a result of the colli- 
sions, only the most recent details of the particle’s trajec- 
tory need be retained in the vicinity of the resonance layer. 
This simplified treatment of the trajectory retains the finite 
wave-particle interaction time by permitting the trapped 
and passing particles to pass through resonance, but dra- 
matically simplifies the mathematical description. These 
simplifications ultimately make it possible to model the 
effects of anisotropy by evaluating the plasma response 
function for a bi-Maxwellian unperturbed distribution 
function. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, the 
model of the toroidal magnetic field with circular flux sur- 
faces is defined. The gyrokinetic equationI is used to cal- 
culate the perturbed minority ion current neglecting finite 
Larmor radius and drift effects. In Sec. III, the resonant 
response function is obtained for the minority ions assum- 
ing that their equilibrium velocity distribution is Maxwell- 
ian. The response function is appropriate to trapped, as 
well as passing ions, is valid for arbitrary minority densi- 
ties, and generalizes the results of Faulconer7 and Smithe 
et al8 Section IV uses this response function for a pertur- 
bative calculation of the optical depth and transmission 
coefficient for the fast wave crossing the minority reso- 
nance. These particular quantities are, therefore, valid only 
for minority densities of the order or less than a critical 
value given in Sec. IV. Section V generalizes the optical 
depth analysis further to an arbitrary minority ion distri- 
bution function and closes by evaluating the plasma re- 
sponse function for an arbitrary minority concentration 

bi-Maxwellian unperturbed distribution function. 

II. PERTURBED MINORITY CURRENT DENSITY 

In the vicinity of the fundamental minority resonance 
the cold fluid ion response is modified by kinetic effects due 
to Doppler shifted cyclotron damping in the inhomoge- 
nous toroidal magnetic field. In this section, a formalism 
for evaluating the kinetic modifications of the perturbed 
minority current density in a tokamak is presented. The 
model considered, which neglects all finite orbit effects, is 
the simplest, experimentally relevant limit retaining 
trapped, as well as passing particle effects. 

The independent spatial variables are taken to 
be the minor radius r, the poloidal angle 0, and the toroidal 
angle 5. The major radius is R = Ro+r cos /3 with 
R. the location of the magnetic axis. Concentric circular 
magnetic ALIX surfaces are employed with 
IBI =B~30(1-~~~~/3),B*Vf~WR, and BR z con- 
stant to the requisite order, where e=r/Ro, in order to 
illustrate the procedure without introducing flux coordi- 
nates. 

The velocity of a particle v is written as 
v=vl +q n^=u, (ices $+n^X?sin f#) +uIl n^ with *It 
=A*v, /i=B/B, u1 = In^xvl, i=Vr/IVrI and # the gy- 
rophase. The independent velocity space variables v, /1, and 
# are employed with u= 1 v I and /2 = Boz$ /Bv2 = 2,u3c/v2 
SRV: /Rov2, where p = uf /2B is the magnetic moment 
and v; =v2( 1 --/zB/B,). 

Using the preceding variables and neglecting finite or- 
bit effects, the linearized gyrokinetic equation’4*‘5 for the 
perturbed minority distribution function f simplifies to 

(1) 

with ll=ZeB/Mc, S=a*VJ, a the acceleration, and F 
the unperturbed minority distribution function which is 
independent of gyrophase, poloidal angle and toroidal an- 
gle. For second harmonic heating the distinction between 
the guiding center R and particle r location must be re- 
tained in S to obtain the familiar Bessel functions. Retain- 
ing the distinction between R and r would also allow non- 
local absorption effects due to the variation of the 
equilibrium magnetic field across the finite Larmor radius 
orbits to be treatede6 

Perturbed magnetic-field effects do not enter Eq. (1) 
when F is isotropic in velocity space. For more general 
unperturbed distribution functions the neglect of finite gy- 
roradius corrections in Eq. ( 1) also allows perturbed mag- 
netic field effects to be ignored. In particular, for aniso- 
tropic F, when kl v, /o( 1 with k, a typical perpendicular 
wave number and o the applied rf wave frequency, the 
acceleration a may be taken to be simply 

a= (Ze/M)e, 

where e is the perturbed electric field. Then S may be 
written as 
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with 

v=a*vp, A=a*VJ, 

VJ=W4 )[(wm---illv* , 
and Vp = v/v. 

(3) 

Considering a monochromatic wave of frequency w 
and Fourier decomposing the toroidal angle and gyrophase 
dependence, any linearized function g may be written as 

g=Re exp( -iof) ,,!- gin exp(W--i4), (4) 
9 00 

where Re denotes that the real part is to be taken. Using 
the preceding on Eq. ( 1) gives 

(2n)-’ s,‘” d4 
1 

v exp( -i$) =z vl (i-iixiy, 

Introducing the timelike variable r via 

dr = qRdP/v,, (5) 

with P(T) =fl and p(r=O) =0 such that r=O denotes the 
last pass through fl=O, then the preceding kinetic equation 
becomes 

(6) 

Integrating Eq. (6) from T= - UJ (where f/,=0) to 7 
gives 

fr,= - Jr d+ ~d~‘)expl.i(x--x’) I, (7) 
-02 

where 

XE 
s 

’ df’[co-ZW-(nv;/R”)] 
0 

= 
s 

; d+‘(co-Kl”) -nq;B (8) 

and primes denote functions to be evaluated at the primed 
variables r’,p’ (or r”,v) rather than at r,,P. 

The total perturbed current density j is . 

j=C Ze 
s 

d3v vf 

=Re exp( -iat) 2 j, exp(inc) 
tl=-CO 

with 

j,=C Ze 2 
J- 

d3v vf,,, exp( -iZc$), 
I=-CO 

where the first summation is over all species. The only 
kinetic modifications of the perturbed current density of 
interest are those affecting the minority resonance (I= l), 
namely those entering 

jln=Ze J d3v vfln exp( -i#). (9) 
Making the usual assumption that the parallel electric 

field is negligible for fast waves and using 

Vln=Zevl ez/Mv and A,,=2Bovi VI,/Bv3, 

with e,’ = (i- i6 X F) . e, the left-hand polarized electric- 
field component, gives 

sqfgqg+r$.) q. (10) 

As a result, the I= 1 portion of the perturbed minority 
current density becomes 

jln= -(i-in^Xi) g j- d3v(%) JI, d+($ 

+ 
2&v; (7’) aF 

- v3B(+) a;l e,+(2-‘)vl (fr’)exp[i(X-f)]. 

(11) 
Essentially the same form can be obtained for a completely 
general flux coordinate representation. 

Because of the resonance points w = Cn+ nvll /R en- 
countered by the minority ions during their motion, the 7’ 
integral cannot be evaluated by integrating by parts, as in 
the nonresonant or cold cases. In the next section jln will 
be approximately evaluated for a Maxwellian F by a tech- 
nique that permits trapped, as well as passing particles to 
pass through and/or reflect in the cyclotron resonance re- 
gion. 

III. RESONANT RESPONSE FUNCTION FOR 
MAXWELLIAN IONS 

In order to obtain the resonant response function for a 
toroidally inhomogeneous plasma the expression for x’ -x 
in Eq. ( 11) must be simplified. Assuming that 
collisions8Y12-‘4 or orbit stochasticityt6 disrupt the ion mo- 
tion between passes through the minority resonance, then 
only the last pass need be retained. As a result, the most 
straightforward way to proceed is to approximate the rap- 
idly varying phase factor by expanding x’ about r. This 
procedure is particularly appropriate to the present toroi- 
da1 model, where the ions only interact strongly with the 
wave in the resonance region. This region is a narrow layer 
in which the ions spend only a small interval of time during 
their motion on a particular flux surface. Expanding x’ to 
leading order in the inhomogeneity gives the result 
x’=x+g(7’--7) +-~(7’-~)2+~~(7’-7)3. * - , (12) 

where a= VJ /qR, ii=bayap, k=ti-n-nv,, /R, x. 
=-a-n& and x= -pan/ap-(p)*a*n/ap*-nqP 
with 

82; (L$). (13) 

Assuming the coefficients e,’ (T’), vII (T’), vI (T’), and 
B(T)) are slowly varying so that they can be evaluated at 
r, Eq. ( 11) is approximated by 
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(Ze)* 
jlnz -(i-iiiXi)e,+ 2~ 

s 
d3v(vf /v) 

dt exp[i(x-x’) 1 

with t=r--7’ and 

y--p- @-fi2- !!!!L 
[ ( R )]t-(&)[vib +(&) 

x(vi -;v: )] $+[ ($+;(g)‘) 
I$ an 2 t3 

xvi -E ap ( )I @ jp+-*, 

(14) 

(15) 

where,-nvL /fiR ( vlt /v, - E “’ is assumed in order to ne- 
glect /3 corrections in X. In obtaining Eq. ( 15) the concen- 
tric flux surface model is employed to write B-l/R, but 
since BR is approximately a flux function this is not ex- 
pected to be a serious limitation. If the @ dependence of e,’ 
is not sufficiently slow, a Fourier decomposition in fi must 

I 

be employed to replace n/R with kIl = (nq--m)/qR in Eq. 
( 15), with m the poloidal mode number. In addition, the 
assumed slow variation of e,Y/ is related to the width of the 
resonance, a quantity that will emerge a posteriori. Note 
that the variation of VII (7’) with r’ is monotonic as the 
particle passes through resonance so that the approxima- 
tion of Eq, ( 15) retains those trapped ions which turn in 
the resonance region. 

To obtain explicit results for the plasma response (re- 
active and dissipative) a tractable distribution function 
must be assumed. Taking F to be the Maxwellian 

FM = (N/d/‘v$) exp ( - v*/v$) , (16) 

the velocity space integrals can be evaluated by employing 
4, Vl t and VII as the variables of integration to find 

h 
(Ze)*NR 

B~iM,n,vT (i-in^X;)e,+Z(z,a,o,f), (17) 

where Z(z,a,u,{) is the generalized plasma dispersion 
function 

Z(z,a,u,g) = i 

s ( 

om dx exp izx- 

X[ l-i(cx-ia2x-;cx)*x2j”2, (18) 

x=tlnlvT/R, z= 
(w-fi)R 

lnlvz- , u=R$ qvTnlnl, 
I 

{=~n~~~~, lnlv7+ and G= 2~R --41. (19) 

When the poloidal dependence of e,’ is Fourier decom- 
posed n-+k,, R=(nq--m)/q in the preceding. Equation 
(18) is expected to be valid for E < l/3- l/10 since the 
~(1 assumption does not enter in a sensitive way. The 
parameter z characterizes the usual wave-particle, cyclo- 
tron resonant, interaction or Doppler broadening effect 
and 0 arises because of Doppler modifications in the non- 
uniform magnetic field. The variation of the magnitude of 
the magnetic field along a field line is characterized by a 
with Da and ua* the Doppler modifications. Effects due to 
the resonance occurring off the magnetic axis enter 
through c (which changes from positive on the low-field 
side to negative on the high) with UC the Doppler modifi- 
cation. 

In the fully toroidal model considered here the rota- 
tional transform is manifestly responsible for the variation 
of the magnetic field along a field line via Eq. (5). To 
remove the rotational transform it is necessary to let q+ 00 
in Eqs. (18) and (19). However, the Faulconer7 and 
Smithe et al.* forms are obtained without explicitly intro- 
ducing a rotational transform since their replacement Z 
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function depends on a magnetic-field scale length LI, . By 
identifying their LII as qR/c and suppressing collisions all 
the descriptions become identical for an on-axis resonance 
and ~40. By using the substitution n/R -+k,l the asym- 
metry in the n= k/R spectrum noted in Ref. 8 is recov- 
ered. 

When the terms involving ~7 are sufficiently small 
(elal-41, ~l~l+l” or Ial>l, da*+ Iit1 )41a13’*L 
Eq. ( 18) reduces to the result of Faulconer7 and the col- 
lisionless form of the replacement plasma response func- 
tion of Smithe et ai., namely 

z(z,a) =iJow dx exp[ izx- (1 -i ax)2(x2/4)];20 

a 

) 

which they obtain heuristically by employing an ingenious 
set of simplified trajectories that conserve both energy and 
magnetic moment and are motivated by the earlier work of 
Itoh et al., ‘* which noted the imp ortant role of the inho- 
mogeneity as n 40. As n -0, 1 a I “*) 1 and Eq. ( 18) sim- 
plifies to 
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-00 -54 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 r,0 00 60 

FIG. 1. The real (solid line) and imaginary (broken line) parts of 
Z(z,a,o& plotted as a function of z for a=100 and o=O=& corre- 
sponding to an on-axis minority resonance. The width of the resonance 
layer is given by Izl- 1 a I”* to be LIR - (r-p/q) “2, where p= u,/w. 

zhw,~) I n-4 

dv exp(&--y4/[ 1 +i(K+j’)y3]) 

(1 -;iKJ’3)2[ 1 +i(K+y)y3] 1’2 ’ 

(2Ob) 

where y=ilc~l”~x, s~~z/~cz~“~, K~~u~cY~“~/~, and 
y=8o$/3 ]a] 3’2 are independent of n. Since 
K-(g~)“~/R<l and y-(~/r)“~<l, the new terms give 
only small corrections for I a I 1’2, 1 to the results of Refs. 
7 and 8, where p=+/w. 

When ]a] is sufficiently large the new terms are neg- 
ligible, the inhomogeneity dominates, and the strongest 
wave-particle interactions are near the cold minority reso- 
nance for both signs of a, as can be seen from the n-+0 
form of Eq. (20b). For I a I > 1, the power deposition layer 
broadens’ to ] z] - I a I 1’2 from I z] - 1 and the amplitude 
of Z is reduceds by I a I “2, as shown in Fig. 1. This case is 
expected to be of particular interest for small In I opera- 
tion. 

When the inhomogeneity is weak it is tempting to ne- 
glect the a dependence of Eq. (20) and simply replace it by 
the usual Z function. However, Faulconer’ and Smithe 
et al.* have shown that for a > 0 there are important cor- 
rections. For 1)a > 0 these contributions to Eqs. ( 18) and 
(20) arise from the region x=22/a and lead to oscillatory 
behavior about z=O. Evaluating the contribution to Eq. 
( 18) from x=22/a by a saddle point method for 

O<alz\(l, asa(l, and al61 <Na3 results in 

Z(z,a,a,c) = Z(z) + z27r m( 12E)-2[ 1 

i4a -% I-!.$ ( )I -l 

Xev[$--t( 1-g (I--$))I, (21) 

where Z(z) is the usual Z function (and the saddle at 
xz l/a gives a negligible contribution as long as a is suf- 
ficiently small). The contribution from the saddle at 
x=22/a arises because the particle motion along the twist- 
ing field line causes it to pass through an effective reso- 
nance region, where the field inhomogeneity modification 
cancels the Doppler shift [at the time at which the two 
terms linear in vIl cancel in Eq. ( 15)]. For an asymmetric 
spectrum this causes an up-down asymmetry in the wave 
propagation and absorption, As a-0, collisional disrup- 
tion of a particle’s streaming motion’2”4 removes the os- 
cillatory behavior in the plasma response function’ (differ- 
ent collisional mechanisms are considered in each of these 
references). 

The fine-scale oscillations introduced by exp( i2da) 

for I z I <, 1 as a + 0 are collisionlessly modified by the new 
terms when u-a or (~1 c I -a3; in most cases making it 
unnecessary to retain collisions. For still smaller &V~3/3 
and/or larger In I such that 0 <a@ or a3&a] 51 the am- 
plitude of the fine-scale oscillations become vanishingly 
small with only Z(z) surviving in Eq. (2 1) as a -PO, as 
shown in the figures. Figures 2( a&2( c) plot the real (solid 
line) and imaginary (broken line) parts of Fq. ( 18) for the 
minority resonance at the magnetic axis ( a2CV@2 = 0) and 
illustrate the effect of finite a? a which requires 
n3 2 rR/qp2. A large value of a=O.l is used since the 
a=O. 1 oscillations can be more conveniently displayed 
than those arising for a =O.Ol = (T. For Figs. 3 (a)-3 (b), 
the minority resonance is shifted off axis to show cs I 5 I ?J a3 

and o/l] 2 1 effects which occur for n3 2 ?/qp2 and 
n3 <, r/q2p, respectively. The plot for a=O.l, a=O.Ol, and 
g=O is quite similar to Fig. 2(a). For Fig. 3(b), 6 is so 
large that a no longer plays a role and can be set to zero to 
obtain the same plot. Positive values of 6 result in similar 
plots but with more of the structure at z > 0, rather than at 
z<o. 

In the next section, the cold fluid theory of fast wave 
minority heating is modified by making the substitution 

1 - RZ(w,u,O --+ 
0-i-l in lvT 

(22) 

(notice that for Iz] ) 1, Z-t - l/z). This procedure allows 
the optical depth and transmission coefficient for fast wave 
minority heating to be evaluated analytically by a pertur- 
bation expansion in the minority concentration. 
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IV. OPTICAL DEPTH AND TFlANSMlSSlON 
COEFFICIENT FOR A MAXWELLIAN F 

The fast (or compressional Alfvin) wave in a cold 
fluid description of minority heating satisfies the dispersion 
relation’2”7”8 

n: =(E~ +ex-ni )(E~ -E~-$ )/(EL -nf 1 (23a) 

with nil =kll C/O, nl =k, c/a, 

el =I- c oij I 
(02-$) and 

i 

Ex= C CVi j l?+j  

i I 
O(W*-C!#~). 

For a plasma with a majority ion species (j=i) and a 
single minority species (unsubscripted), the replacement 
(22) in minority terms proportional to l/( o - CX) yields 

FIG. 2. Real (solid) and imaginary (broken) parts of Z(z,a,cr& as a 
function of z for an on-axis resonance, {=O: (a) a=O. 1 and u=O, where 
the period of the oscillations is given by 1~1 -a; (b) a=O.l and o=O.l, 
where u-a gives InI’-rR/qp’; and (c) a=O.Ol and u=O.l, where 
o*a or 1 n ( 3* rR/qp’. 

and 

0 W%w,f) ExS:o ” ,Ri(W2-ilf) - 2@lnl%- (23b) 

for o z=fz, W2i/wfzi) 1 and 7 =Z2M,lv/Z~M~i~ 1, where 
W$= 4V( Zg)‘A’/Mi and sli= ZpB/MFs 

To evaluate the optical depth K of the minority reso- 
nance and, therefore, the transmission coefficient 

T=exp( -K), (241 

n1 - n: = 2i Im ( nl ) is required, where Im and Re denote 
the imaginary and real parts. The transmission coefficient 
T is a measure of how much energy the incident wave loses 
in crossing the interaction region. The evaluation of T 
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so that 

nl -ny 

7p$JZ(~l +i;-nf )2[Z(z,a,a,6) -z*h-v&l = 2 4olnlvjil (FI --nil I2 

(25) 

to the requisite order, where a superscript asterisk denotes 
complex conjugate. 

When the scale lengths of the variations of the electric 
field e, are long compared to the width of the minority 
resonance the optical depth 

K=2 
IS 

dR(nl -nT I( (26) 

only sensitive to 
r=R(o-n)/ln 1 

the R dependence of 
ut. Using dRz( Inlv,/w)dz, Eqs. (25) 

and (26) yield 

7p$R(EL +&--ni j2 
Kz 4cwEl (EL -ni )2 n=w I IS m dz[Z(z,w,C) 

--m 

-z*Lw,~,S> I/, (27) 

where all spatially varying quantities outside the z integral 
are slowly varying and are to be evaluated at the minority 
resonance as indicated. Noting that the only sensitive spa- 
tial variation in Z is via the exp (izx) and gives 

s 
m d.[Z(z,a,a,C) -Z*(z,a,a,O 1 -co 

dx S(x) =2rri (28) 

(a) 

so that the optical depth becomes 

04 

FIG. 3. Real (solid) and imaginary (broken) parts of Z(z,a,u,g) as a 
function of z for an off-axis resonance, &O, with a=O.l and o=O.Ol: 
(a) 6=-l, where al<l&or [n13,?/qpZ and (b) g=-100, where 
alq -1 gives InI%/q2p. 

gives no information on reflection, absorption, or mode 
conversion; all of which must be obtained from a full wave 
description. 

Taylor expanding n: about q= 0 and denoting quan- 
tities evaluated at q=O by an overbar gives 

nf =iif + 
7p$~Zbw~,~) (EL +C--ni I’+. . . 

2wInldFl -ni I2 

K=: 
mp$R(EI +G--ni I2 

2~0%~ (FL -nF > 
= 
-IT, 

O.=Ul 

which for small nil reduces to 

KZ 
q@p$(@-fli12 

2CURi 
=K,-,, 

n=Cd 

(29) 

(30) 

since g1 -+w,,&. Equations (29) and (30) agree with the 
results of Francis, Bers, and RamI and with Lashmore- 
Davies and Dendy” if LB is identified as R. When 
nil =kll = (nq- ) q m / R is employed in Eq. (29) there is 
an asymmetric spectrum shift in T due to the poloidal field 
modification (m/qR ) of n/R in essentially the same way as 
found in the numerical results of Smithe et aL8 

The preceding evaluation provides yet another demon- 
stration of the robustness in the optical depth and trans- 
mission coefficient when 7 is small since the result is inde- 
pendent of the details of the absorption process and, 
therefore, Doppler broadening (n or kll in Z) and inho- 
mogeneity effects (a and 6 in Z) . This robustness is inves- 
tigated further in the next section, where K and T are 
evaluated for more general equilibrium distribution func- 
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tions, but does not imply that the plasma response function 
and, hence, the power deposition profile display the same 
insensitivity. 

Before concluding this section we observe that the for- 
mula for the optical depth given by Eq. (29) was obtained 
by an expansion in the minority to majority density ratio. 
This expansion will be valid as long as the minority reso- 
nance is indistinguishable from the hybrid resonance. 
However, as the minority to majority density ratio in- 
creases, these two resonances begin to separate and when 
they are well separated the quantity eI - ni , which occurs 
in the denominator of Eq. (25)) can vanish. In this region, 
the expansion clearly breaks down. One might still apply 
the previous analysis at the minority resonance but now 
important phenomena occur in the region of the hybrid 
resonance, namely reflection of the incident fast wave for a 
low-field side antenna and mode conversion to the ion 
Bernstein wave for high-field side incidence. In general, the 
larger the separation of the minority and ion-ion hybrid 
resonances, the weaker the damping in the vicinity of the 
minority resonance. 

An important quantity for fast wave minority heating 
is the minority to majority density ratio for which the hy- 
brid and minority resonances are degenerate. This critical 
ratio is also close to the condition for maximum minority 
absorption. As the minority to majority density ratio is 
increased beyond this critical value the two resonances 
move apart until they become quite distinct. The critical 
density ratio can be calculated for the present toroidal 
model using the argument given in Ref. 21. For small val- 
ues of nil (i.e., upieckll ) the condition for hybrid reso- 
nance is Re( eI ) =O. Degeneracy of the minority and ion- 
ion hybrid resonances occurs when ReZ(z,a,a&) takes its 
maximum value at the position where Re( eI ) =O. Assum- 
ing o=fl, the equation Re( eI ) =0 can be solved for the 
critical density ratio by inserting the maximum value of 
ReZ(z,a,a,{) giving 

N Wit Wfilnl4) 
Ni={MUR[ (ti/ai)2-1] (Re Z),,,} * (31) 

We note that for a straight field line model [ n I/R is iden- 
tified as kll and Eq. (3 1) reduces to Eq. (37) of Ref. 21, 
since the plasma response function becomes the plasma 
dispersion function in this limit. However, the toroidal cal- 
culation is more general and contains additional resonance 
broadening terms. Thus, referring to Fig. 1, where a = 100, 
we see that (ReZ),,,- 0.13 compared with unity for the 
plasma dispersion function. This means that the resonance 
is much broader for this case and, hence, the critical den- 
sity ratio is much larger thus allowing strong damping for 
a wider range of minority densities. We also note that the 
damping remains even in the limit kll =0, as already 
pointed out by Smithe et aL8 Of course, in the toroidal 
model, k/l cannot be zero over the whole resonance region 
but only at a point in the region. 

V. NON-MAXWELLIAN DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 

The evaluation of the optical depth (or transmission 
coefficient) is generalizable to arbitrary isotropic and an- 
isotropic distribution functions F that need not be even 
functions of parallel velocity (but are still independent of 
4, /3, and LJ. To this end ,a further generalization of the 
plasma response function, Z, is defined by comparing Eqs. 
(II), (14), and (17) to find 

--i,n,u, 
&- 

2NR 

X 
s 

’ d+ exp[i(x-;y’)], (32) 
--m 

which reduces to Eq. ( 18) when Eq. ( 15) is employed and 
F is Maxwellian. 

Once x’ is Taylor expanded about r as in Eqs. ( 12) or 
( 15) and it is observed that the only rapid spatial variation 
is in k=o-fi-nvll /R, then proceeding as in Eq. (28) 
and letting +7--f’ gives 

(Inl%/R) !I, dz JI, dr’exp[i(;y--;y’)] 

zs2n 
f 

O” dt&(t)=n, (33) 
0 

where z=[R(o-Ci)-nq ]/]n]u, and dz=[l-(nh2Rd 
2wvll R2)] (odR/ ] n ] r+). Therefore, a general expression 
for the optical depth is 

K=i?y (34) 

with L defined in Eq. (29) and 

d3v vI (351 

provided nv2/vl~ wR( 1. In carrying out the preceding steps 

(l,v)~+($) !$I=(--$-) g (36a) 

is employed, Then using d3v=2mI dv, dull and 

dv, v; g=-2 
s 

= dv, uI F, (36bb) 
1 0 

Eq. ( 35) becomes 

Y=(l/N) 
s df~F,o,to-s,, ,R=L (371 

where the last step follows because F must be a flux func- 
tion and all other poloidal angle dependences are slow. As 
a result of the preceding argument, the optical depth (or 
transmission coefficient) is insensitive to the details of the 
minority distribution function, as well as Doppler and in- 
homogeneity effects, for minority concentrations less than 
the critical value given by Eq. (3 1). Only the quantities 
entering i? (or ~~ if kIl =O) matter. Therefore, under such 
conditions the optical depth is only sensitive to the cold 
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fluid minority response, since replacing 2 by its cold ap- 
proximation gives the only contribution that survives, 
namely, 

s 
m dzZ+ 

s 
m 

da 

--m --m (w-n)=Ti* (38) 

The insensitivity of ‘Y to Doppler broadening, inhomo- 
geneity effects, and the speed and pitch angle dependence 
of the unperturbed distribution function is quite striking, 
but does not imply that the plasma response function Z of 
Eq. (32) displays the same insensitivity. Inserting Eq. 
(36a) into Eq. (32) gives 

-ilnlv, 
i=- 

s 

aF r 
2NR d3vv1 av, s 

dr’ exp[i(X--X’)]. 
-oo 

(39) 
Under the conditions noted prior to Eq. (20a) the ? and 
n? terms can be neglected in Eq. ( 15) to obtain 

x-x~=[~-~-(~)]r+(~)~. (40) 
In this simplified limit, Eq. (36b) may be used to express 
Eq. (39), with x-x’ given by Eq. (40), as 

i=z I d3vF I,” dtexp[i(x-f)]. (41) 

From this last form it is seen that 2 is only sensitive to the 
vII dependence of F in this simplified limit, making the 
plasma response function Z more sensitive to Doppler and 
inhomogeneity effects and the details of the unperturbed 
distribution function than the optical depth and transmis- 
sion coefficient. If the vII dependence of the distribution 
function F (which must be a function of v, 1, and E only) 
is Maxwellian in VII then Eq. (41) reduces to Eq. (20a) for 
an arbitrary vI dependence. 

In order to obtain a plasma response function more 
general than Eq. (20a) it is necessary to employ Es. (39) 
with the full expression for x-x’, as given by Eq. ( 15). 
Consider, for example, the bi-Maxwellian 

F=qO exp( --PI w2-all u2), (42) 
where w and u are the perpendicular and parallel velocities 
evaluated at p = 0, namely, 

w=v(A-dy2 and u=v(~--;~+E,%)~‘~, (434 
and Pl , QII , and v0 must be flux functions. Using 
u2 = v2 - w2, v2 = VT + vf , and vf = Bh2/ B, gives 

w2=(1-~)(Bo/B)vf and 

u2=vi +[l-(l+)(Bo/B)]v;. (43b) 

As a result, F may be rewritten as 
F=Q exp( -al v: ---all vi ) (4) 

with 

al 3~ Cl-d(Bo/B)+q [l-(l-E)(WB)I. 
(45) 

Evaluating the density N= J d3vF by integrating over vl 
and VII gives 

TO== 
- 3/2a a 1/2N 

1 II ’ (46) 
where al N must be a flux function. 

Next, the plasma response function of Eq. (39) is eval- 
uated by inserting Eqs. ( 15), (44), and (46) and carrying 
out the vI and vII integrations, just as in the Maxwellian 
case. The only new feature that arises is in the vl integral 
because al #ali . To characterize the anisotropy let 

alI =1/v: and al =1/A& (47) 
where the anisotropy factor A is approximately the ratio of 
the perpendicular over the parallel energy content of the 
bi-Maxwellian. Then, the plasma response function for the 
bi-Maxwellian of Eq. (44) is 

(1 -$ax)2x2 
Z&,w,U) =i J dx exp izx- [ 1 +i( 1 -$ax)kx212[ 1 -i(a-ia’x--fgx)ax2] 1’2. 

0 4[ l-i(a-ia2x-$$x)ax2) 

In Eq. (48) the only new parameter due to the anisotropy 
is 

minority heating experiments. For very large A the (T terms 
may be safely neglected in Eq. (48) to obtain the less 
complicated form 

Aawap 
k= 4qnR ’ (49) rm dx exp[izx- (1 -&c)2(x2/4) 1 

which carries the same sign as a and enters to enhance the 
role of the perpendicular portion of the distribution func- 
tion and, therefore, the trapped particles, via the kax3 and 
kx2 terms. 

- 

Zb(z,a,k> =i 
J , 

0 [ 1 +i( 1 -$ax)kx212 
(50) 

Superficially, Eq. (48) is very much the same as Eq. 
( 18); however, aa/2 has been replaced by k in one term in 
the denominator and 2k/ua = A k 10 for many high power 

which is the bi-Maxwellian generalization of Eq. (20a). 
Notice that anisotropy modifies the influence of the inho- 
mogeneity in the regions x 5 1 and in the vicinity of 
x=2/a by altering the fraction of particles that resonate 
with the wave. In particular, if k ?J a2 or An3 2 rR/qp2 for 
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FIG. 4. The real (solid) and imaginary (broken) parts of Z&z,a,u,&k) 
plotted as a function of z for an on-axis resonance and an anisotropic 
bi-Maxwellian minority unperturbed distribution function for a=O.l, 
k=l,andu=O=&where lZk”*,a>Ogivesqln(/~>A~rR/qp*Inl’. 

O(a<l anisotropy results in a substantial modification of 
the plasma response. In addition, for 1 k I- 1 and I a I - 1 
[A-q1’2R/(rp)1’2] or Ikl 2 IaI’“)l [A2q*‘2R/(rp)1’2 
at 1 n 1 <, (r/ip) “2] an&otropy ‘moditications occur, but 
typically require very large A. 

The effects of anisotropy are illustrated in Figs. 4-6. 
Figure 4 shows that anisotropy collisionlessly removes the 
fine-scale 1 ,a > 0 oscillatory z structure (recall Fig. 2(a)], 
thereby causing Z6 to approach the homogeneous Z(z) 
when k k a2 and leaving the power deposition layer un- 
changed at Iz[ S I until k approaches unity. For larger 
I k 12 1, strong anisotropy increases the width of the power 
deposition layer to I zI - I k I *‘2 while decreasing the am- 
plitude of Z6 . At a - 1 -k the oscillatory structure reap- 
pears on one side of the minority resonance for a > 0, as 
illustrated in Figs. 5 (a)-5(c) (negative values of a have 
very little structure). The oscillatory structure becomes 
more extended for k’j2 > 1 -a and the power deposition 
layer broadens to 1 z I - k1’2, as shown in Fig. 5 (c) . Figures 
5(b)-5( c) require very large A and are shown to indicate 
the possible complications that strong velocity space an- 
isotropy can introduce. For larger a and k the IzI -a 
oscillations are still present as illustrated in Fig. 6. Once 
I k [ 2 I a I 1’2) 1, Z6 becomes approximately independent of 
the signs of a and k, as can be seen by taking the n + 0 limit 
of Eq. (50) to obtain 

dy exp(&-y4) 
[1-i(8~k~/31alL’21~312’ 

where s and y are defined, as in Eq. (2Ob). In such cases 
the width of the power deposition layer is given by 
IzI - lakl *‘3, as shown in Fig. 6. 

Equation (48) includes the effects of an anisotropy in 
the distribution function, the rotational transform of the 
magnetic field, trapped and passing particles, and Doppler 
broadening. The substitution noted in Eq. (22) allows Eq. 
(48) to be used to generalize cold plasma models of fast 
wave heating in tokamaks to include these kinetic effects 
on the minority species. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

In the preceding sections the plasma response function 
is derived for fast wave minority heating from a fully tor- 
oidal description that retains the inhomogeneity of the 
magnetic field, including trapped particle effects, as well as 
the more familiar Doppler effect. Equation ( 18) is the gen- 
eral result for a Maxwellian, while Eq. (48) is a still more 
general expression since it is valid for a bi-Maxwellian dis- 
tribution function. Both expressions retain trapped parti- 
cles, including those turning in the resonance layer; how- 
ever, the integrations over all velocity space make it 
difficult to identify specific effects associated with the 
trapped population. Roughly speaking, the terms ox3 and 
kx3, which come from the ? terms in Eq. ( 15), are ex- 
pected to be most strongly influenced by the trapped par- 
ticles. In particular, recall that Eqs. ( 18) and (48) differ 
only by the replacement of @ax2 by 2kx2 in the denomina- 
tor and this change arises from the vi integration which is 
somewhat more sensitive to the trapped particles. To iden- 
tify clearly the role of the trapped fraction would require a 
far more realistic anisotropic unperturbed distribution 
function F having the appropriate pronounced velocity 
space structure due to the trapped particles that turn in the 
vicinity of the minority resonance. We have not yet found 
such an equilibrium distribution function which is suffi- 
ciently simple to enable an analytically tractable plasma 
response function to be obtained. Other potentially impor- 
tant effects that are neglected include finite Larmor radius 
and banana width effects and a rigorous treatment of pitch 
angle scattering collisional modifications. 

In the absence of toroidal effects the resonance or 
power deposition layer width is given by 
IzI = I (o-i2)R/nv,~ - 1. For on-axis heating fZR=wRo 
may be inserted to obtain the width 

IR-Rol_ blVTZkll p 
R UR 

When toroidal effects are retained for the Maxwellian case 
additional scale lengths enter. For 0 < a-r/q n2 < 1 oscil- 
lations are introduced in the plasma response P with a scale 
of IzI -a or 

IR--Rol E 
R -37’ 

as can be seen from Eq. (2 1). These oscillations 
less pronounced when n3 2 rR/qp’ (a2 a) for 

become 
on-axis 

heating or n3 2 ?/qp2 (0 I { 1 Z a3) for off-axis heating. For 
monopole operation or for parameters such that toroidicity 
dominates ( f a 1 1’2% 1 ), Eq. (20a) or Eq. (2Ob) gives the 
extended power deposition width from [z/a’” I- 1 to be 
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since o and g corrections are small. 
For the bi-Maxwellian case with 1 %a > 0 the power 

deposition width remains at 1 R -R,I -I$ pR and the am- 
plitude of the IzI -a oscillations in 2, starts to decrease 
when ]lc] -a2 or A 2 rR/qn3p2. The small a oscillations 
disappear by k- 1 (A 2 qn/e) when the power deposition 
width begins to broaden to I z 1 - k”2. As a is increased to 
k - 1 the oscillations return but only for z < 0. For large 
anisotropies such that I k I > 1 - I a ] 1’2 the z < 0 oscillations 
become much more extended than the power deposition 
width which is given by I z/k”2 I - 1 to be 

-LOO -00 -80 -WI 40 -50 -10 -30 -20 -10 0 110 20 30 

(4 

FIG. 5. Real (solid) and imaginary (broken) parts of ZJz,a,u,{,k) as a 
function of z for an on-axis resonance with a= 1 and o=O=& (a) 
k=O.l; (b) k=l, where the IzI -a oscillations reappear for k- l-a or 
A-R(q/pr)‘n; and (c) k= 10, where the resonance layer broadens to 
IzI -k”* or AR-p(AeInl/q)‘” and the 1 z 1 -a oscillations extend sub- 
stantially further. 

When Ikl 2 Ial 1’2>1, Z-C 0 oscillations are much less 
rapid and not as extended and the power deposition width 
is found from IzI - I akl 1’3 for this strong anisotropy case 
to be given by 

IR-Rol A?p2 1’3 
R -w. ( ) 

Recall that to remove the electric field from under the 
trajectory integral in Eq. ( 11) it was necessary to assume 
that it varied on a scale much longer than the power dep- 
osition width. The preceding estimates indicate that the 
deposition width varies between I n 1 p and (rp/q) 1’2 for a 
Maxwellian, and over a similar range for a bi-Maxwellian 
unless it is highly anisotropic [in which case the width can 
become either (AE I n I /q) “2p or (A?p2/2R) 1’3.] A full 
wave treatment is required to verify a posteriori that the 
electric field varies on a much longer scale length. 
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FIG. 6. Real (solid) and imaginary (broken) parts of Z,(z,a,o,&k) as a 
function of z for an on-axis resonance with a= 10, k= 10, and a=O=g 
for k>a”‘>l or A,R(g/pr)“*>q/eInI. The resonance layer width is 
given by IzI - Iakj”3 to be AR-(A?p2/$R)“3. 

The preceding discussion of the behavior of the plasma 
response function and the results of Sets. III and V indi- 
cate that the toroidicity of the magnetic field and the an- 
isotropy of the unperturbed distribution function will com- 
plicate substantially a full wave evaluation of the 
transmission, reflection, and absorption/mode conversion 
coefficients of the fast wave in a minority heated tokamak 
during either monopole (small ) n I ) or dipole (large I n I ) 
operation. For the Maxwellian case the inhomogeneity ef- 
fect shown in Eq. (20a) and first found in Refs. 7 and 8 
will be more important for low InI operation than for 
large [ n I. The new inhomogeneity terms from Eq. ( 18) 
that do not appear in Eq. (20a) are more important in 
dipole operation, where the larger [ n I are more likely to 
make (TZ a or (T 15 I 2 a3. However, for off-axis heating 
with the resonance nearly tangent to a flux surface (a -+ 0), 
the a{ term tends to be more important for monopole 
operation. Anisotropic effects also tend to be more likely in 
dipole operation since for a < 1 only k 5 a2 need be satis- 
fied. However, for very strong anisotropies, I k I - 1 - I a I 
and I kl Z I a[ 1’2>1 are more easily satisfied in monopole 
operation. In addition, a and k vary substantially along 
cylindrical surfaces of constant R. More realistic unper- 
turbed distribution functions are not yet tractable, but are 
certain to introduce further complications since they can- 
not be characterized by two temperatures. 

We emphasise that the resonant plasma response func- 
tions calculated in this paper are valid for arbitrary minor- 
ity ion densities. On the other hand, the results obtained in 
Sets. IV and V, demonstrating the insensitivity of the op- 
tical depth and transmission coefficients to inhomogeneity 
and anisotropy, are only valid for minority to majority 
density ratios less than or of the order of the critical ratio 

given by Eq+ (31). For larger ratios the ion-ion hybrid 
resonance occurs for which a full wave theory is required. 
The fully toroidal, kinetic evaluation of the plasma re- 
sponse function for the resonant minority ions is an essen- 
tial step towards the construction of both one and two- 
dimensional full wave theories for fast wave minority 
heating. 
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